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Ordre des avocats
176 rue de Créqui, 69484 Lyon, France
Welcome
to the “Posted workers” conference in Lyon

Dear Madam, Dear Sir,

L’Association Européenne des Avocats – the European Association of Lawyers (AEA-EAL) is pleased to announce the next Congress in LYON on 23 November 2018, on the topic:

“Posted workers in Europe”.

LEGAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS:
SOCIAL PROTECTION OF WORKERS – NEEDS OF ENTERPRISES – UNFAIR COMPETITION?

On 29 May 2018, the European Parliament approved a revision of the Directive on posting workers within the EU, as the number of these workers increases every year.

All European countries as well as most important economic sectors are concerned.

We intend to approach legal and the economic aspects of this topic with speakers out of different countries of Europe, lawyers who are dealing with this matter, representatives of national and European authorities, in house lawyers from enterprises, sending out workers or receiving posted workers.

We will be pleased to welcome you on November 23 in the historic town of Lyon (in the premises of the Lyon Bar, 176 Rue de Crequi, 60003 Lyon, France) to discuss this topic!

Do not miss the unique opportunity of exchange of views about this issue, which economic and political impact is growing, provoking some distrust in the public opinion and in administration of hosting countries.

Monique Stengel
Immediate Past-President

Maria Ślązak
President
Initial program

Friday, November 23

08.30 - 09.00   Registration
09.00 - 09.15   Welcome speeches
09.15 - 09.45   EU Law - Reform
09.45 - 10.30   National Cases Law: Germany, France, Belgium, Poland
                 EU cases
10.30 - 10.45   Coffee break
10.45 - 11.05   Special aspects in transport law
11.05 - 11.25   Point of view of the economy - a liberal view
11.25 - 12.10   Summary of responses for questions
12.10 - 12.30   Discussion
12.30 - 14.00   Lunch
14.00 - 14.30   Point of view of the hosting countries
14.30 - 15.30   Point of view of posting firms
15.30 - 15.45   Coffee break
15.45 - 16.45   Demands of the economic actors
16.45 - 17.15   European vision
17.15 - 18.00   Questions and conclusions

Welcome speeches:
• Farid Hamel, Dean of the Lyon Bar (France)
• Maria Ślązak, AEA-EAL President (Poland)
• Michele Lucherini, FBE President (Italy)

Speakers:
• Gabriel Gimenez-Roche, economist, NEOMIA Business School (France)
• Christian Colombier, lawyer in BCF & ASSOCIÉS, Lyon, Foreign Trade Advisor (France)
• Cabinet van Cutsem Wittamer Marnef & Partners law firm (Belgium)
• Antoine Foucher, Director of Cabinet of Ms. Muriel Penicaud, Minister of Social Affairs (France)
• Elisa Fiona Freund, lawyer and specialist in European, French and German law, Schultze & Braun GmbH law firm (Germany)
• Katarzyna Gospodarowicz, attorney-at-law, Head of the Global Mobility Department in SDZ Legal Schindhelm law firm (Poland)
• Jean Grosset, Director of Observatory of Social Dialogue, Rapporteur of the Economic, Social and Environmental Council (France)
• Mažvydas Michalauskas, doctor of laws, arbitrator in International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (Lithuania/France)
• Sabine Perquy - Forke, AEA-EAL Treasurer, Belgian, French and German lawyer, responsible for the German Desk at Van Landuyt & Partners law firm (Belgium)
• Monique Stengel, Lawyer - Paris, AEA-EAL immediate past President, Treasurer of the FBE (France)
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